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Recycling sites close in county
RePlanet reduces centers
from 19 to 2, leaving gap
in CRV payment facilities
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Craig Butcher used to be able
to just drive down the street
from his Rincon Valley home
to a recycling center behind the
Safeway on Calistoga Road.
It was so convenient, the retired Santa Rosa Junior College

instructor would even throw his
neighbors’ plastic and glass bottles and aluminum cans into the
back of his truck to ensure they
stayed out of the landfill and to
earn a little extra money to boot.
But at the end of last month,
the company that ran the center, Ontario-based RePlanet,
suddenly closed 191 centers
around the state, including 17 of
its 19 centers in Sonoma County.
The company, the largest private recycling operation of its
kind in the state, cited higher

operating costs, lower state subsidies and lower prices for bulk
recycling on the commodities
market as the reasons it scrapped
so many recycling centers.
Now Butcher, 73, has to drive
across town to the sole remaining RePlanet location in Santa
Rosa in the G&G Market parking lot on West College Avenue.
“You want to do the right
thing, then all of a sudden the
way to do the right thing disap-

Nicholas
Bobroff and his
grandmother,
Mila Bobroff,
sort their
recyclables at
the Nexcycle
recycling
center on
Thursday in
Rohnert Park.
CHRISTOPHER CHUNG
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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INVERNESS LANDMARK » Photographer’s Instagram image of sparks
flying off grounded vessel — later defaced by blaze — draws scrutiny

Shipwreck firestorm

HEALDSBURG ELEMENTARY

County
tests find
low levels
of lead
Results of newer samples
contradict earlier findings
on school’s drinking water
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Parents and staff at Healdsburg Elementary School were
offered reassurances Thursday
after a new round of testing detected only low levels of lead in
the campus water fountains.
The results of tests conducted
on behalf of the Sonoma County Department of Public Health
contrast with those delivered
earlier this week to parents at
the K-2 school. District officials
reported Monday that testing
done in December turned up
lead concentrations in excess of
federal standards — by a factor
of more than 58 in one water
fountain.
The fountains already, by
then, had been disabled and
TURN TO HEALDSBURG » PAGE A2
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Stanislaw Swiech of Chicago takes in the Tomales Bay on Thursday aboard the shipwreck of the Point Reyes, an iconic destination of photographers and tourists alike in Inverness. The boat caught fire early Monday, only hours after a photo shoot, burning part of the beloved vessel.
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

F

INVERNESS
or decades it beckoned painters and photographers, picnickers and partiers. Now,
an iconic shipwreck on Tomales Bay has
become a flashpoint in an emotional online battle
over social-media mores.
The beached wooden boat behind the market in
the west Marin County town of Inverness caught
fire early Monday, apparently after a time-lapse
photo session involving burning pieces of steel
wool.
Flames spared the bow and cabin but scorched
the stern of the boat, called the Point Reyes, leaving the structure unstable. Authorities said the
wreck now may be removed to prevent anyone
who climbs on it from being injured.
Locals were furious such an act could ruin the
landmark, which has been allowed to weather in
the mud behind Inverness Market for more than
two decades. The boat’s graffiti-filled interior
betrays its status as a popular beach hangout after
dark.
TURN TO SHIPWRECK » PAGE A6

ANALYSIS

Films see big
payoff when
cast less white
By RYAN NAKASHIMA
ASSOCIATED PRESS

JAMES STEWART

James Stewart of San Jose has been the target of a social-media backlash since posting
this photo of someone burning steel wool at a shipwreck in west Marin County last
weekend. A day after the photo was taken, the boat was severely damaged by a fire.

LOS ANGELES — Movies
make more money when exactly
half their casts are non-white,
according to an annual analysis
released Thursday that shows
an increasing demand for diversity in film.
In previous years, movies did
better at the box office if two
or three of the top eight billed
actors were non-white. In 2014,
four of eight was the magic
number, ticket sales show.
“These aren’t momentary
glitches. It’s the handwriting
on the wall,” and it points to
how profoundly out of touch the
TURN TO FILMS » PAGE A2
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